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Phobya 4Pin PWM to 3x
4Pin PWM extension 40cm

- Black

$3.35

Product Images

Short Description

This cable is designed to slot in a PWM, eg to the motherboard, connect more fans to control them and can
read.

Description

This cable is designed to slot in a PWM, eg to the motherboard, connect more fans to control them and can
read.
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Important: In order to be able to read properly and the fan control this must be the same all of the series.
Different fans may be operated, however, the speed values do not appear correctly.

Several fans could in a slot, the maximum tension is exceeded and thus lead to damage to the control unit:
please note!

Features

Sleeving:
This cable is not only functional but also visually appealing. To the overarching power of what the actual wire
is wrapped very tightly and this is precisely the effect which the Profisleever: Complete reorganization of the
cable in order to emphasize the uniqueness of his system even better! Special attention was paid to the
combination of the cable jacket (the sleeves), of the plug and the shrink tubing to give a consistent picture.

Sets:
Phobyas goal is to give amateur and professional case modders here a little way to come forward. Sleeving is
like a lot of work and takes time, so you can now convert to the cables of Phobya its complete system just as
you would like, just by simply changing cables.

Specifications

Specifications:

Length: 40cm - 20cm, 10cm and 10cm
Color: Black Sleeve
Connector: 1x 4 pin plug (male) to 3x 4Pin connector (female)

Delivery:
1x to 3x 4Pin PWM Phobya 4Pin PWM extension 40cm - Black

Note: Please note the difference between a 4 pin power connector (Molex) and a 4 pin fan connector (PWM).
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Additional Information

Brand Phobya

SKU PH-81123

Weight 0.1000

Color Black

Cable Type 4-Pin PWM Extension

Length 40cm


